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We are pleased to present you with this special issue of the Journal of Comparative
Germanic Linguistics, focusing on relative clauses in German. This issue was not

planned as such per se. The authors submitted their contributions as regular

submissions, and they were reviewed and assessed as regular submissions.

However, as the revisions to each of these papers came in and were accepted,

and we began to plan which issues they would go into, it struck us that there would

be an opportunity here to combine all three into one issue. The specific topics they

deal with are varied, as are the methodologies and theories applied, and yet, there is

substantial overlap: enough so that we thought that many of the same readers would

be interested in all three, and that it would make sense to put them all together in

one issue.

Czypionka et al. study “inverse case attraction” in German using self-paced

reading. Inverse case attraction is a phenomenon wherein the case assigned to a

relative pronoun is copied onto the head of the relative clause, when the head would

normally bear a distinct case. For example, if a verb like ‘meet’ assigns dative case

to its object, then a sentence like The girl.NOM [who.DAT I met] sang well would be

expected to have nominative on the head (‘the girl’) and dative on the relative

pronoun. With inverse attraction, we find that the head (‘the girl’) and the relative

pronoun both have dative case. Czypionka et al. show that inverse attraction effects

can be found in German, and discuss a variety of factors that influence it. One key

result is that dative case is far more likely to be copied than accusative. The authors

propose that this result is grounded in a syntactic difference between dative case,
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which is inherent and projects an extra layer of structure (KP), and accusative case,

which is structural and does not.

Pankau studies German relative clauses from a different perspective. He provides

an argument in favor of the ‘matching analysis’ of relative clauses, by studying

antipronominal contexts. Antipronominal contexts are contexts that allow full DPs

but resist pronouns. He shows that both the head noun and the relative pronoun can

appear in antipronominal contexts. He argues that this shows that the relative

pronoun is not really a pronoun, as in the classic, head-external analysis of relative

clauses. He further argues that the head cannot have moved from the gap position

inside the relative clause to the head position, as in the promotion analysis. Instead,

the data favor the matching analysis, whereby a noun identical to the head is raised

to a high position within the relative clause, and deleted under identity with it. In

spelling out the analysis, he draws connections to NP ellipsis and the shape of

relative pronouns, among other things, and discusses structures such as free relatives

that play a more central role in the third contribution to this issue.

In the third and final article in this issue, Hanink focuses on the ‘missing-P’

phenomenon, wherein one preposition seems to serve the same function inside a

relative clause and externally to it, as in (1).

(1) Maria hat [an was du gedacht hast] auch gedacht.

Maria has about what you thought have also thought
‘Maria thought about what you also thought about.’

Here, there are two instances of the verb ‘thought’: one inside the relative clause and

one outside of it. Both instances select the preposition an ‘about’. However, one

instance of an ‘about’ seems to be enough for both verbs. Drawing in part on dialect

variation in German, Hanink proposes that in fact, this structure underlyingly

involves a second preposition and a determiner head, neither of which is

pronounced. She develops this proposal as a case of “span-conditioned” allomor-

phy: a P+D span can be pronounced as Ø in the context of the following P+D

span. (Informally, a span is any sequence of head-complement relations: P selects

DP so P+D is a span, D selects NP so D+N is a span, and P+D+N would also

therefore be a span; see Hanink’s article for a more precise definition.) The notion of

“span” is relatively new, so by invoking it Hanink shows how it can provide a new

way of understanding issues like the ‘missing-P’ phenomenon.

At least some of the overlaps in these three articles should now be apparent. All

of them, in some way, address the complex relationship between the features of the

relative pronoun (position) and the head of the relative clause. Czypionka et al.

show how the features of the relative pronoun can trigger extra structure on the

head. Hanink proposes that the features of the relative pronoun can trigger a zero

pronunciation of the head. Pankau argues that both the head and the relative

pronoun position must be lexical but identical, and identified as such in a local

configuration. Put together, we see a variety of ways that the head and relative

pronoun position can and must interact in German relative clauses, and many

readers will be no doubt tempted to think of ways to unify the insights of all three
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accounts into one, broad understanding of relative clauses. It is for this reason that

we put them all together into one issue, and we hope and expect that you will enjoy

the result.

Jim Wood

Associate Editor
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